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Abstract. The Internet-of-Things (IoT) has transformed everyday man-
ual tasks into digital and automatable ones, giving way to the birth of
several end-user development solutions that attempt to ease the task of
configuring and automating IoT systems without requiring prior techni-
cal knowledge. While some studies reflect on the automation rules that
end-users choose to program into their spaces, they are limited by the
number of devices and possible rules that the tool under study supports.
There is a lack of systematic research on (1) the automation rules that
users wish to configure on their homes, (2) the different ways users state
their intents, and (3) the complexity of the rules themselves — without
the limitations imposed by specific IoT devices systems and end-user de-
velopment tools. This paper surveyed twenty participants about home
automation rules given a standard house model and device’s list, with-
out limiting their creativity and resulting automation complexity. We
analyzed and systematized the collected 177 scenarios into seven differ-
ent interaction categories, representing the most common smart home
interactions.

Keywords: Internet-of-Things · Home Automation · Trigger-action pro-
gramming · End-user Development

1 Introduction

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) has been converting traditionally analog interac-
tions with digital-based ones, opening doors to an increase of automation in
IoT-enabled spaces, leveraging their sensing and actuating capabilities.

Smart homes are a primary example of an IoT-space, although its adoption
has been slower than expected [28]. The installation of sensors and actuators in
houses can improve the lives of the people who live in them in several ways, in-
cluding providing more comfort and reducing costs. For example, having heaters,
fans, or A/C devices monitored and controlled by an IoT system can improve
temperature management efficiency, making houses more comfortable for resi-
dents and saving energy [30, 28].
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trigger action

if I leave home then switch off Philips Hue lights

Fig. 1: Trigger-action programming (TAP) example, using the nomenclature typ-
ically used in the literature [32]. Using the IFTTT online service nomencla-
ture [17], in a if A then B rule, A is a trigger, B is an action, and the entire rule
is an applet.

Automating IoT systems, including smart homes, is not without its chal-
lenges, especially when most end-users do not have any technical background [16].
The heterogeneity and a large number of devices, platforms, and services used in
IoT, together with the need for end-users to be able to configure and automate
them, requires a different approach. While traditional programming (using code
editors and integrated development environments) has been the go-to solution
for developers and other technical individuals, as the number of IoT application
scenarios, environments, and non-technical users increased, it became necessary
to build abstractions of sensors, actuators, and whole devices, with additional
supporting solutions as a way to reduce the complexity of developing and man-
aging them [3, 16]. This lead to the (re)birth of several low-code programming
strategies for end-user development (EUD), which include trigger-action pro-
gramming (TAP — see Fig. 1) [24], programming by demonstration [20], visual
programming [25], and domain-specific languages [15]. Most of the programming
solutions that use these strategies also differ on the means of programming, lever-
aging visual notations [25, 9, 26, 31, 18], natural language processing tools, and
voice assistants [1, 19] as a way for users to configure (viz., program) their sys-
tems.

While several authors [18, 1] state that these low-code solutions for end-user
development still have considerable limitations, they also point out their growth
in the variety and number of users. Thus, it becomes of paramount importance
to understand what end-users wish to automate, how they state their intents,
and grasp into the users’ programming mental models. Knowing this can provide
valuable information to future research, allowing researchers and industry-alike
to model their own systems, and making it more easy find their limitations. This
also provides ground for the development of test scenarios, using both testbeds
and simulations [10, 8]. As far as we could find, there is a lack on the literature of
a systematic study on the concrete rules that users would define for smart home
automation given a base set of devices and a minimal but realistic definition of
a home (i.e., akin to a house floor plan).

Some studies already reflect on the automation rules that end-users program
into their spaces [32, 1, 22]. However, these studies are limited by the number of
devices and ways of interaction that the development tool under study supports
(which, in most cases, is limited to the IFTTT online service [17] due to the easy
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access to the applet dataset). Earlier works [6, 4] attempted to survey automation
rules and their complexity, but due to the continuous and rapid evolution of the
IoT ecosystem, they fall short to represent the current spectrum of automation
possibilities.

We surveyed 20 participants for home automation rules given a standard
house model and devices in this work. The study intended to gather as many
and as varied home automation scenarios as possible from individuals with dif-
ferent backgrounds and technical know-how while maintaining a certain level of
similarity with real-world scenarios and not limiting their creativity and resulting
automation complexity.

We proceeded to split the gathered scenarios into categories according to sim-
ilarities in their structure and types of conditional statements. This survey also
added knowledge on how users typically describe their home automation sce-
narios using text, allowing us to understand if different individuals use different
phrases to describe the same scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of the relevant literature. Section 3 presents the devised model of a
smart home, the methodology of our survey, and its results, which are further
analyzed and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents an overview of
our study’s threats, and Section 7 gives some final remarks.

2 Related Work

Dey et al. [6], circa 2006, gathered 371 automation scenario descriptions from 20
participants. Almost all of the participants (95%) stated their automation rules
in a if-then fashion, and around 23.5% of the rules used explicit Boolean logic
(e.g., use of and or or statements). They also categorize the rules accordingly
to their complexity: 78.6% fell into the simple if-then category, 7% mentioned
temporal constraints, 7% mentioned spatial constraints, 6.5% mentioned per-
sonal relationships, and, less than 1% focused on environmental personalization
(which depends on knowing the inhabitants preferences). Around 14% of the
rules mentioned some kind of pre-defined user preference (e.g., preferred ambi-
ent temperature).

Brush et al. [4], circa 2010, conducted an in-situ study of the home automa-
tion, by doing semi-structured home visits to 14 households and carried both an
analyse of the in-place system and several interviews with the inhabitants. They
found out that most of the automation’s were of two levels of automation: user
controlled — where the household explicitly performs an action that triggers one
or more actuators — and rule-based — where actions happen based on events
or at certain times (TAP-like).

Ur et al. [32] carried three studies to understand how users use TAP on
smart home scenarios. In the first study, they asked 318 workers on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to list five things that they would want a smart home
system to do, concluding that most of them fit into four categories, namely:
(1) programming, e.g., “automatically turning on the lights when it is dark
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outside”; (2) self-regulation, e.g., “adjust the house to my preferred temperature
at all times”; (3) remote control, “hitting a button on my phone to turn on the
lights”; and (4) specialized functionality, e.g., “a breakfast-making machine”. To
further check the ability to model the workers’ intents, they tried to fit them
into the TAP model, finding that 62.6% of the submitted answers fit the model.
In a second study [32], the authors downloaded a dataset of 67169 recipes (TAP
rules) from IFTTT [17], focusing only on the recipes related to smart home
automation, which corresponded to a total of 1107 (2,1%), concluding that 513
recipes (0.8%) use physical devices as triggers and 594 (1.3%) use physical devices
as actions. A third-study required that a sample of 226 MTurk workers complete
pre-defined automation tasks using IFTTT, concluding that 80% or more of the
participants successfully implement the presented automation cases. However,
the authors’ study on the diversity and complexity of the rules that end-users
want to configure is too open and vague. There is no common base of devices
to automate nor sample building schematic. Also, there is no dataset provided
with the first study’s collected cases (which is very relevant for this work).

Ammari et al. [1] study on how people use voice assistants, which included 82
Amazon Alexa and 88 Google Home users, concluded that IoT-related commands
are one of the three most uses of these assistants. They conclude that 85% of the
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant IoT commands involved switching lights
on and off. In the case of Alexa, about 10% involved adjustments in light’s color
and temperature, and a small percentage involved adjusting the temperature of
different parts of the house. For Google Assistant, around 10% of the queries
were related to changing light colors, dimming lights, and changing fan speeds.
By their work, only five study participants created trigger-action rules using
Alexa, and the authors do not discuss the intricacies of these rules.

Mi et al. [22] also carried a survey on IFTTT, including an analysis of over
408 services (third-party services such as Amazon Alexa), 1490 triggers, 957
actions, 320000 applets. Although their work is not IoT-focused, they carry an
analysis on the IoT-related subset of the dataset. In their study, they conclude
that the majority of the entries by users are trigger-action ones (e.g., “turn on
the light”); thus, the resulting applets are, in their majority, relatively simple,
mostly due to the limited and simple interfaces exposed by most IoT devices.
The authors also add that this is due to “the fact that most tasks (in the smart
home context) we want to automate are indeed simple”. While we agree that the
limitations posed by the devices limit what end-users can program them to do
and that the majority of the rules are indeed simple by nature, as the number
of inhabitants and devices increases, the resulting operational context can be
complex to model and reason about [21].

3 Survey

A survey was envisioned as the most effective way to gather as many automation
scenarios as possible in a timely fashion. The methodology was based on the one
presented by Molléri et al. [23].
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3.1 Smart Home Model

Fig. 2: 2D and 3D floor plan of the smart house used for the survey.

To have a pre-defined, common foundation from where the participants could
base themselves to draft their own automation scenarios, we designed a house
floor plan and 2D/3D models of it, as shown in Figure 2. The house has a total
of 8 spaces: (a) a garage, (b) a front patio, (c) a pool, (d) a garden, (e) a living
room, (f) a kitchen, (g) one bedroom, and (h) a bathroom.

Along with the home model, we provide a list of smart devices containing
various types of sensors and actuators for the participants to use. Namely, across
all home divisions, there are the following IoT devices: (1) motion, temperature,
humidity, smoke, and air quality sensors, (2) security cameras, (3) controllable
lights, (4) controllable windows and blinds, (5) A/C system, (6) robot vacuum
cleaner, and (7) sound system.

The (a) garage has (a.1) controllable outside and inside doors, (a.2) washing
machine, and (a.3) a dryer machine. The (b) front patio has only a (b.1) control-
lable entry door. The (c) pool has a (c.1) automated pool cover, (c.2) cleaning
system, (c.3) water temperature sensor, and (c.4) water heating system. The (d)
garden has a (d.1) water sprinkler system, (d.2) soil moisture sensor, and (d.3)
robot lawnmower. The (e) living room has a (e.1) smart TV. The (f) kitchen
has a (f.1) stove, (f.2) oven, (f.3) exhaust hood, (f.4) dishwasher, and (f.5) coffee
machine. The (g) bedroom has (g.1) a smart TV, and (g.2) controllable bedside
lamps. Lastly, the (h) bathroom has a (h.1) heated towel rack.

We also allowed and instigated participants to include other devices in their
home automation scenarios as long they were available as off-the-shelf IoT solu-
tions. No limitations on the interoperability of the IoT system parts nor in the
end-user programming interface were defined nor presented.
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3.2 Methodology

An online form5 was picked as a data collection method, given the study’s moti-
vation to gather as many automation scenarios as possible while attempting to
reducing any bias on the respondent population. The form presented the smart
home model, namely, the house floor plan and the list of available devices. Users
had only one question where they could insert as many scenarios as they wished
to, without any limitation in size or form.

The survey was then disseminated among 20 participants from different
educational fields and ages. All the answers were collected in a spreadsheet,
anonymized, and the individual scenarios identified, allowing further analysis.

4 Results

The survey resulted in 177 scenarios grouped into categories according to their
structure and format similarity. This allowed us to filter duplicated entries, keep-
ing only the mostly-unique and representative ones. The list of categories and a
brief description and a sample of three (when available) representative scenarios
extracted from the dataset are given in the following paragraphs.

Sensors and actuators Scenarios that only use sensors and actuators, where
the sensors trigger the actuators, e.g.:
– “When there is movement in the garage, turn on the garage lights”;
– “Adjust pool water temperature according to the outside temperature if

someone is using it”;
– “When smoke detectors are activated, alert through the sound system,

alert the house owner via SMS, and warn the fire department”.
Actuators on schedule Scenarios where actuators are triggered on a fixed

schedule, e.g.:
– “When time is 7:30 am, turn on the coffee machine, the hot water system,

and the kitchen lights”;
– “Every Saturday at 3 pm, turn on the robot vacuum cleaner, and the

robot lawn mower”;
– “When time is 7:30 am, turn on the coffee machine, the hot water system

and the kitchen lights (if they were turned off)”.
Actuators on time interval, with sensors Scenarios that combine sensors

information and time intervals to trigger actuators, e.g.:
– “During the night, when there is motion in one room, light that room

at 200 brightness”;
– “When a TV series starts, and I am home, turn on the TV on that

channel and prepare popcorn. If I am not home, record it”;
– “When turning on the dishwasher (or washing machine) after 20h, wait

for 00h to start”.
Sensors with timers Scenarios that combine sensors information and time in-

tervals to trigger actuators, e.g.:

5 Google Forms, https://forms.google.com.
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– “During the night, when there is motion in one room, light that room
at 200 brightness”;

– “ When a TV series starts, and I am home, turn on the TV on that
channel and prepare popcorn. If I am not home, record it”;

– “When turning on the dishwasher (or washing machine) after 20h, wait
for 00h to start”.

Actuators with timers Scenarios where the actuators are triggered when the
status of the sensor does not change for some time, e.g.:
– “When it is 23:00, turn on the garden watering system for 10 minutes”;

External services Scenarios that depend on external services to trigger the
actuators, e.g.:
– “When the sun is expected during the following hours, turn off the heat-

ing system”;
– “If it will rain in the next hour, inform that drying outside is not the

best plan”;
– “With a solar panel; and weather information; schedule a machine to run

sometime during the day (e.g., washing machine). It is expected that the
system automatically schedules it to the time of day that is most likely
to be sunny for power saving.”

One-time actions Scenarios that are meant to happen only once, instead of
being recurring, e.g.:
– “Shut all unnecessary devices”;
– “When it is 7:00 today, turn on the bedroom lights”.

The full dataset and the model house floor plan and device list are available
on Zenodo [29] to ease the study’s replication and allow further analysis.

5 Analysis

In this section, an analysis of the submitted 177 scenarios is done, attempting
to extract insights from the different rules submitted given the suggested smart
home model. We considered all the submitted entries valid smart home automa-
tion scenarios, and we were able to categorize all the submitted scenarios in
one of the seven defined categories. The scenarios differ (1) in the granularity of
application (e.g., with some of them being specific to a house part or domestic
appliance), (2) in complexity (rules range from direct triggers to one device to
triggers of multiple devices depending on several conditional statements) and (3)
in writing fashion (with most of them being close to a conditional programming
logic).

Table 1 details the distribution of scenarios through the categories, showing
the absolute and relative frequency of submissions per category as identified in
Section 4.

Responses such as “Intensity of lights based on the available natural light”,
“Blinds inclination system based on outside light”, “On schedule turn on the
coffee machine” would need modifications to be closer to a programming-like
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Table 1: Categories of submitted scenarios, along with the absolute and relative
frequency of submissions for each category.

Category Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

Sensors and actuators 103 0.58
Actuators on schedule 42 0.24
Actuators on time interval, with sensors 15 0.08
Sensors with timers 9 0.05
External services 5 0.03
One-time actions 2 0.01
Actuators with timers 1 0.01

Total 177 1.00

format to be possible to implement them in usual end-user programming solu-
tions. For example, these should look more like “When the luminosity in the
living room is below $value, then increase the light’s intensity by $increment”,
or “When time is 7:00, then turn on the coffee machine”. These responses (and
respective scenarios) are still valid because the information portrayed is enough
to understand their meaning and to which category they belong.

With the information collected, the house plan, and devices provided to the
participants, we created a resulting ecosystem that represents the house with
all the devices that the participants used. This ecosystem is represented in Fig-
ure 3, showing the house plan with all the devices used by the participants.
Some respondents also mentioned using an external weather forecast API and
wearables (which are not represented in the isometric visualization).

The most common way of specifying scenarios is by using the structure “when
condition, then action” or “action when condition” (with the recurrent use of
“if” instead of “when”). This is close to the representation commonly used by
TAP approaches. However, some scenarios are depicted differently, mainly for
scheduled actions, such as “action at time”, or “everyday at time, action”.

Looking at the dataset, we can see that there are home areas more frequently
identified. In contrast, others are almost unseen, as depicted in the chart of Fig. 4.
We consider direct mentions all the mentions to specific rooms in the submitted
scenarios, e.g., garage or bedroom. All the indirect mentions consist of remarks
about certain things that are, typically, only present in certain rooms, namely:
washing machine mentions are part of the garage (by the given device list);
entrance is considered front patio; lawnmower references considered as part of
the garden; kitchen includes mentions to the dishwasher, coffee, and oven; alarm
clock, waking up, sleep are all related to the bedroom; and all mentions to shower
and toilet are considered part of the bathroom.

Users also tend to specify similar (or equal) scenarios using different expres-
sions, granularity and forms. This was expected since the participants’ back-
ground (e.g., educational level, previous experience with IoT, age, and the way
of expressing ideas) was homogeneous. As an example, “Turn the heating system
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Sensor Device
Humidity and Temperature

Actuator Device
Garage door controller
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Weather Forecast API

Actuator Device
Irrigation controller

Actuator Device
Robot lawn mowerActuator Devices

Smart TV
Sound system contoller

Actuator Device
Heated towel rail switch

Actuator Device
Washing machine and
Dryer controller

Actuator Device
Oven controller

Actuator Devices
Coffee maker controller
Dishwasher controller
Stove controller
Extractor fan controller

Sensor Device
Water temperature

Actuator Devices
Pool cover controller
Water cleaning system
Water heating system

Actuator Device
Robot vacuum cleaner

Sensor Devices
Humidity, Temperature,
Smoke, Air Quality,
Motion

Actuator Devices
Lights controller
Windows and blinds controller
A/C controller

Actuator Device
Door bellActuator Device

Surveillance system
(alarm)
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Sensor Device
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Wake-up alarm
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Fig. 3: Isometric visualization of the resulting ecosystem based on the survey
responses.
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on, set to the preferred temperature, on schedule.”, “Maintain room tempera-
ture in between a specified permissible range.”, and “Turn on the AC when the
temperature is higher than a given value.” transmit the same rule — adjusting
the house temperature according to a preference value — in different fashions,
either in format or precision.

Approx. 28% of the scenarios mention “turn on” actions, and there are 28
direct mentions to lights, 23 to water, 21 to blinds, and 20 to temperature.

It is noted the use of pre-conditionals in some scenarios, more specifically,
defining some condition that should be met before enforcing the rule, e.g., “With
a solar thermal collector (for heating water); when the sun is expected during the
following hours, turn off traditional water heating system”. The use of macros
that aggregate a set of tasks and sub-rules is also visible, e.g., “Holiday mode:
when any device is used/triggered notify the owner” and “Garden automation:
stable soil moisture level, temperature stabilization in adverse weather”.

Although integration with external services is only mentioned once, there
are several rules that, when implemented, would depend on some information
provider. For example, we can consider “If the hot water system is based on elec-
tricity, heat when electricity is cheaper” would depend on knowing the market
prices of electricity. Further, voice control, e.g., “Voice control over coffee ma-
chine/blinds/lights/etc.”, is typically accomplished by integrating with a third-
party voice assistant such as Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, or Google Assistant [1].

Finally, it is also noticeable that some rules are too generic, e.g., “Shut down
all unnecessary devices”, which would require that the IoT system had some
degree of contextual awareness to be able to execute them. There is also some
concern about the failure of the system parts and the use of IoT to detect them,
e.g., “Send SMS alert if faulty freezer/fridge”.

6 Threats to Validity

For this survey, we have identified some threats that may affect the validity of
the results attained.

We asked participants for home automation scenarios and did not give them
any structure for the phrases, to understand how they would write the sce-
narios, which resulted in many scenarios being just a brief description and not
specific enough. Perhaps, having requested the participants to provide more de-
tailed scenarios would have resulted in more concrete scenarios. However, con-
straining participants to use a specific format or having certain degrees of detail
for the scenario descriptions would not have allowed us to evaluate whether users
tend to follow a pattern or typical structure.

Although we let participants use any off-the-shelf device, we provided them
with an initial list of devices to pick from. This, together with the specified house
plant, might have introduced a bias into the chosen scenarios.

The sample size for this survey was not very large since we were only capable
of gathering 20 participants. Having a larger sample could have resulted in more
varied scenarios. This could enrich our analysis and provide more insights into
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the typical way that users express their automation rules and what these rules
typically consist of.

The level of expertise of the participants could impact the scenarios pro-
vided by them. For example, participants with more experience with IoT should
provide more complex and realistic scenarios than participants with no expe-
rience in that field. To tackle this threat, we attempted to choose participants
with different levels of expertise with low-coding programming solutions and IoT.
This resulted in having scenarios from participants whose experience ranged from
never having thought of a home automation scenario to participants that had
already implemented IoT systems and worked with Node-RED extensively.

Even though the participants had different levels of expertise in home au-
tomation, and some even had a lot of experience, the results show little variety
in categories for the scenarios. After collecting 177 scenarios, we only identi-
fied seven categories, and 82% of the submissions belonged to two categories
(i.e., 58% to Sensors and Actuators category and 24% to Actuators on schedule
category). Increasing the number of participants in the survey would probably,
have resulted in more varied scenarios and more categories.

7 Conclusions

This paper presented a survey conducted with 20 participants to collect home
automation scenarios, which resulted in 177 scenarios to be categorized and ana-
lyzed. We consider that all the scenarios fit in one of the seven defined categories,
representing different types of automation.

The most common pattern used by users to define their automation sce-
narios shares a similar structure close to conditional programming — “when
condition, then action”, or “action, when condition” — which is compatible
with the trigger-action programming model used by several market solutions
including IFTTT. This shows that it is intuitive for regular users to describe
home automation scenarios in a mostly-structured fashion, easily transposed to
a conditional programming fashion. Besides, the users tend to use (or mention)
macros and/or aliases that represent more than one device (e.g., a group of
lights) or more than one action (e.g., garden control).

Taking into account the available solutions in the market for end-user pro-
gramming and their programming strategies, we can consider — taking into
account relevant literature such as the one presented in Section 1 — that while
most of the scenarios could be easily mapped into TAP rules, the rules that do
not follow such model appear as a challenge which is mostly ignored by existing
solutions, especially the ones that focus users with little to none technical knowl-
edge. In this case, voice assistants can become of utmost importance, allowing
users to create automation rules in a conversation, adding complexity by steps
instead of specifying everything in one statement or by a diagram [1, 13, 19].

Contextual awareness also adds value to low-coding solutions [16], since with
such contextualization, they can use information about the system and their
parts, the system surroundings, and the current defined behaviors and rules to
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provide user information, insights, and alerts when new rules (or changes) create
conflicts with already defined rules, can lead to malfunctions, or nefarious effects
— e.g., avoiding turning off the CO2 sensors by mistake by alerting the user to
the changes that will occur.

Finally, as the number of devices being Internet-connected increases rapidly,
depending on end-users to control and manage all of them appears to be too
complex of a challenge. Strategies that hinder this complexity by the end-users
seem to be the natural direction for IoT systems by enabling devices to manage
themselves in terms of software and hardware configurations [2], optimizations
in resource utilization (e.g., energy) [27] and usage requirements (continuous
adaptation by learning from the environment) [5], and in prevention and recovery
of failures or other issues [14, 12, 11].

The data collected in this study6, including the definition of typical automa-
tion categories, can be used as a foundation for follow-up studies, ranging from
human-computer interaction (e.g., low-code and end-user programming) to IoT
systems design and implementation (e.g., what are the current sensing and actu-
ating needs that are not meet by the existent systems which are of the end-user
interest). This data allows the definition of system prototypes by researcher and
industry communities to meet current user needs, and be validated against a
known dataset of user-based interaction and automation scenarios. In previous
work, we already used this data partially for defining research directions and
build validation testbeds and scenarios (e.g., definition of a SmartLab7) [14, 19].
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